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THE SITUATION OF WOMEN IN TRADE IN BOTH THE FORMAL AND

INFORMAL SECTORS: THE CASE OF MALAWI

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Conference of African Ministers of Trade in 199!, apart

from recommending, also reiterated the objectives in the

"Strategies for Revitalization, Recovery and Growth of Africa's

Trade in the 1990s and Beyond™ (E/ECA/TRADE/89/25 Rev.5) regarding

the need to improve significantly, the participation of women in
trade by stressing the legal, social, economic, religious and

cultural constraints that have been major impediments to women's

effective participation in this sector including small-scale and

agro-industries. This paper focuses attention mainly on women in

the informal and formal sectors of trade and commerce. Chapter two

reviews, the situation of women in the informal sector while Chapter

three examines the situation of women in the formal trade sector

Chapter four addresses the question of access of women to credit

and finance whereas Chapter five gives conclusions and

recommendations based on the analysis of the preceding Chapters It

is important to stress from the outset that a major reference point

will be experiences of the Malawi economy where a field mission had

been undertaken for this particular purpose.The mission consisted

of visits to various governmental and non-governmental
organizations as well as interviews with women in business at
various levels and locations.

2. Malawi is a landlocked country with an estimated population in

1990 of about 9 million including about one million Mozambican

refugees. An interesting feature of the population in Malawi is
that a majority are women. 1
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3 m the Malawian economy foreign trade plays a vital role.

Exports provide a vital outlet for goods produced and generates

most of the foreign exchange required to pay for imports. The

government makes every effort to promote the growth, efficiency and

equity of the domestic trade sector by stimulating the expansxon of

small-scale Malawian trading activity. The domestic trade sector

which comprises of retail and wholesale traders is regarded by the

government as a means for bringing primary goods to market and

distributing produced goods to buyers. A number of measures sxnce

independence have been taken by the government in an attempt to

increase the private Malawian share of domestic trade turnover. One

such step was to limit Asian owners of domestic trade to four ma.or

urban centers.

4 As regards the role of women in the economy the Government

plans to provide them with necessary training and support, except

that achieving these objectives has been hampered by budget

constraints and the slow down in the overall economic performance.
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II. REVIEW OF THE SITUATION OF WOMEN IN THE INFORMAL SECTOR

5. The analysis of women in the informal sector is important
because it helps to show how a majority of women in Africa
especially in the retail trade, where it is the survival strategy
for most of them that is their driving force. Describing the
informal sector is rather complex because it runs into many terms
and inferences attached to it. On the other hand also most of them

tend to have a negative connotation such as underground economy,
shadow economy, second economy, etc.. For these expressions to have

continued to be used over such a long time confirms that ■■ it is

recogmzed as not being a new phenomenon in many societies, but has
no definition or taxonomy."2

6- The informal sector provides necessary services to the
population especially in the distribution of food and catering; it

provides, employment; complements the formal sector by providing

inputs to the manufacturing sector; it is the sector where

indigenous art and artisans flourish. All in all, it is this
sector that nurtures and provides for those at subsistence level

In some instances, the informal sector uses discarded material to
create some use out of it. Here a good example is the use of

burnt-out electric bulbs. These bulbs are modified and a small
fuel holder added to it with some thick thread protruding. After
kerosene is added and the thread is lighted it serves as a small
lamp for those who do not have electricity.

7. As earlier stated, the tern, informal can be defined in several
ways. However, for the purposes of this paper that of the

international Labour OrganiZation (ILO) is probably nearer It
describes the informal sector as -. set of economic activities
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characterized by relative ease of entry, reliance <~j
resources, family ownership, small scale op«.tic™.
intensity, reliance on sKills acquired outsxde the ormal

educational system, and unregulated and competxtxve ***«*■ £
other words, the main characteristic of this sector xs that xts
activities are not licensed or registered. Similarly theoperators

do not pay taxes directly to the treasury on a regular basxs.

A.

8. The= reasons why many women join the informal sector «**vitx.«
are quite many and have been variously discussed. One ma,or factor
Is the requirements for entrance into the formal sector bexng
unattainable by the majority of the women population. The low

educational of most women maKes it difficult for them to compete „

wage employment. Entry into the formal sector is also Ixmxted by

the level of expansion of the formal sector xtself. *»P»^
evidence in most African countries shows that it hasbeen slugg sh
and therefore incapable of absorbing the rapidly expandxn*

populations. Another major reason for entry into the xnfo-ai
sector is that for most wage earners, income xs not enough to
sustain the livelihood of their households. Consequently, the
:::rn olK have to supplement this by engaging in various tradxng
activities, about 30 per cent of women are the heads of —holds
it is inescapable for them to engage in the xnforma! sector

activity, as the only alternative to earning income xn order to
r^se tneir children. According to Manda, -economic actxvxtxes x
such enterprises are a major source of xncome for the lot of

economically active population and an important -l-«£j» *
diversified survival strategy for an increasxng number

1989, p.940
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households in urban areas-... The informal sector complements

IZll Tt th ^market for its goods and services."'

9". There is a growing awareness of the potential of the informal

sector as indicated in other studies, in many developing countries.
It has increasingly become a source of survival for a number of
people "who will not be able to find jobs in the formal sector, or

who are being squeezed [sic] out of agriculture by the growing
pressure on lifted arable land.- when the returns fro!
agriculture are no longer able to sustain lives in the rural

households, the men and women will tend to go into urban centers in
search of other jobs. However, the majority find it easier to join

UtT31 SSCtOr th3n thS fl .ore

10. in order to fully expound on the above topic one is lifted by
theavailable material and data which is very scanty in Malawi as
is the case in most developing countries in Africa in general.

It thus limits the writer for. drawing references and making
comparisons from many sources. However, the following table is used

to show the magnitude of the informal sector and the major sectors
of activities in Malawi.

S: "^T/f^

s Ibid.
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xl Table I shows that the 1977 census counted 84,341 self-

employed people. Mother estate by the RB^DI • tea, estxmated
tnere were about 182,000 small medium -i— businesses A resent
estimate is by the National Statistical Office (N.S.O) in Zomba xn
S (see Table X) which shows a total of 68,9,8 self-employed
population in Urban Areas of which 34,483 or about 50 per ce t^re
Hmale. It also shows that Agriculture employs a sxgnxfleant number

len and that Trade particularly retail trade in food and
catering is the next employer of women in this sector,. This xs also
true for Uganda and Ethiopia where similar studies have been
^ried out The similarity of the situation indicates that women
especially those that are uneducated or with very little educatxon
all tend to be concentrated in the food and caterxng business

it fits with their traditional role as mothers and wxves.

L in the absence of formal training and educatxon they/urtnTrmL,
have to rely on one occupation they know best

USAID Study of f^^frl^t%ecelJ^
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TABLE 1

SELF-EMPLOYED POPULATION IN URBAN AREAS BY
SEX AND INDUSTRY 1984

Hale

Industry

Agric. Forestry

Mining
Quarrying

Manufacturing

- '

Electricity &
Water

Sub-

Total

9,422

Own Unpaid
Account I Family Sub-

Female

Own

Account

Unpaid

Family
Workers Workers | Total I Workers Workers

979

8,443

2,529

2,148

381

Construction

1,587

Wholesale/Retai
1 Trade, Hotels

and Restaurants

Transport and
Communications

14,329

1,486

11,710

122 53

101

2,619

69

Finance and
Insurance

Community and
Personal

Services | 6,648

Other

5,241

17,020

206

7,453

1,407 4,188

997 16,023

Total

86,442

5,405 3,605 1,800

7,934

128

3,427

78

4,026

1,793

21,782

2,076 2,112

10,836

TOTAL
21,617

13,020
34,483 10,444
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B.

has been reco
gnized as the

instance, the

r .rr
»v«lop«nt.

=
si-«- -

z.

enterprises

it of togetherness among women from all

in development.

—:■-=■=
program, reXie, and -^^^
raised funds from its pro3ects and

contrition fro. its
heart

runs a number of proj , ni

Vegetables, poultry Keeping, restaurants, -ze «11.
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* P^nt for

Zentr 0rgani2ati°" «- wiping individual
° ■ ear" en°U9h ^^ tO cont"^te to the upkeep of their

fazaxlxes. The overall impact it is hoped will he P e"^
standard of living of women., Even though ^ orgaJ^^

capacity to give loans to women to set-up their finesses it h.£

Tll ^ 3Cting ^ a gUa"ntOr and liaisi«^ -ith donor
7 ;9 inStitUti°nS b°th I™"* - internationally.
C°nStrained ^ »»P««r and funds shortage (at the

be abie to—it U

^.1^ meTiSn intr°dUCed by the ^vern-nent is through the
rural develops progra^ne of the Ministry of COmllUnity services

6StabllShed "Rl centres- whose" ^

traLLa a^ T g ch»^
start1"" 3nd »ach—V - well as being advanced s.all loans to
start up thexr own businesses. Attached to this ministry is .

rsr££ ran Agency for Technicai coop—Gove«^"t ild irural involved in the promotion of wornen in

cap tart:a:;oThe rncy gives technicai training -
1 stall busPS WOIBen ^ lndlviduals -» have the potential to
run small businesses on their own.8

vlgetatlTflrsa'r ^T10™1 ^ bUsi—es such as growing
vegetable for sale, pottery making, oil extraction etc.. the

^
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organization

T£
example see woxaen trained by CCAM or DEMATT are T^

^ fro, SEDOM. Hence expanding this organxzatxon could
oan

long wa, in helPing ,ore wo.en set up ^^^J
has the experience and work expertxse in this area.

aspect of SEDOM is discussed in Chapter IV.

:
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enterprxses. In particular those;

T With P^ential for growing
scale enterprises; and

' miCr°"SCale -terprises, preferably in a non-
type of business

witn

Secondly, they do not have enough savings or
formal businesses. 3 e to °Pen «P

., mind, Kov..bS i"9l.
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out in Ethiopia and Uganda where women predominate the lowest level

in petty trading.

22 The category of women that have better income are those

engaged in the sale of second-hand ready made clothes imported from

Europe (which they buy in bulk from importers). Another group of

women are those involved in the sale of fabric, which they

themselves import from neighboring countries such as Zaire. These

women are particularly interesting because most of them reside in

Zambia but trade in Malawi to get advantage of the trading

situation there. For example they buy goods from Malawi that they

can sell with profit in Zambia. This is one form of transborder

trade. However, the majority of informal traders have specific

places in the market areas as most markets are well defined and

delineated places with appropriate structures. The women traders

pay rent of about 1 Kwacha (local currency) for the space they

occupy during the day. The space is mostly allocated on a first

come first served basis, except for those that have enough goods to

trade on a permanent basis.

23 Most of the women in petty trading aspire to engage in the

sale of second-hand clothes or the sale of fabrics which they

consider profitable. The similarity with Uganda in this sector is

apparent except that the Ugandan women are relatively more numerous

and they dominate the trade in this area, apart from also

travelling to Europe and Asia for this purpose. The same can be

said for some Ethiopian women except that in Ethiopia this form of

informal trading is discouraged by the government. Goods brought in

illegally in Ethiopia are confiscated from time to time by the

government because it affects the business of the licensed traders

who pay duties and income tax.
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Women in the

24. Women predominate in Malawi, as stated at the beginning of

this paper, among smallholder farmers. The World Bank According to

the 1977 (1990 reports) census, the World Bank indicates that 70

per cent of all full-time farmers were women. In the rural areas

women sell their goods and produce on the road side or on their

premises. This activity lasts only for the duration when they have

goods to sell or when they are not engaged in the farming
activities.

25. Among the major constraints faced by women include the lack of

finance and credit facilities, coupled with low personal savings to

start their businesses. This same situation also prevails in Uganda

and Ethiopia. A combination of these features has rendered most

women vulnerable. This is a vicious circle because the main reason

for entry into the informal sector is that these women htve no

alternative for their livelihood and their income. Most women use

their own or their family savings or in most cases they borrow from

their respective families and/or friends. This takes the form of

either goods or money to start their businesses. Women at this

level usually do not have the opportunity to hear about training

institutions such as SEDOM and DEMATT. Those that do, often think

it is a waste of time and that they cannot afford to absent
themselves from their various activities. The situation is so

demanding that unless they trade everyday, their family may not

have enough to eat. On the other hand also some of the elderly

women are engaged in a particular trade (such as selling flour)

they would not fit or want to train themselves in something new

they are afraid and genuinely fear to experiment or to start on new
ventures.
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26 From the point of view of most women in the informal sector

formal financial institutions such as banks are unapproachable

since they require collateral, viable projects and business

license. These are requirements which these women rarely possess.

Thus they do not service the informal sector traders of the type

this study is about. Except for SEDOM, DEMATT, CCAM and MUSCOO

there are no funds to alleviate the dismal situation of the needy

petty traders. Even these institutions are constrained because of

their very limited resources both for training and extend credit

facilities.

27 AS more and more women engage in the informal sector, NGOs

will be forced to pay attention to it and will try to help it more.

Constraints in the formal sector and the sectors viability to

create employment, the tendency would be the expansion of the

informal sector as an alternative for employment creation. Another

alternative would be to organize the women traders in groups to

enable them to help each other through communal saving and

extending credit to each other. There is some evidence of this

already in Malawi as well as in Uganda but it is mostly among the

women involved in the sale of fabrics.

28 The government of Malawi is supportive of this sector and

encourages donors to support it. However, there is a need for more

help for this rather fast growing sector, whose growth is a result
in part of the failure of the formal sector not to absorb the

growing employment needs of the population. Even though the

informal sector complements the formal sector it is an area that
needs to be studied and assessed by the government for proper

policy formulation. If neglected, this sector will eventually lead

to the growth and flourishing of slums and shanty towns. Tax

evasion and illegal trade will thrive and the government will be

deprived of revenue which it would otherwise use for providing

better services to society.
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III- REVIEW OF WOMEK,ACTIVITIES IN THE FOIOIAL SECTOR

(through

attempts to hiahliahf

situation in Malawi. the «Ploy«ant

eSouthern S D
Department Policy,

5Uman R"«»urcM Division
tion and Human Resources
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TABLE 2

NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN FORMAL SECTOR

WAGE EMPLOYEES BY SUBSECTOR, 1971, 1976 AND 1983

... 1. III. 1 " ■

Agriculture

Mining

Manufacturing

Electricity

L ■ —7-

Construction

Trade and

Catering

Transport

Financial and

I Business
Services

n

Community

Services

TOTAL

1971

11.0

0.

2.

2.

0.

4.

2.

18.2

10.0

7

]

7

4

2

2

7

1

.7

Percentage

1976

14.7

0.3

4.

6

0

12.0

3

13.3

10.4

10.3

5

7

.6

.0

1983

17.7

0

13.6

7

1

9

4

10.6

18.4

14.6

.0

.5

.3

.8

.1

1971

6.

0.

0.

0.

0

0

0

0.3

4

14.1

Numbers (000)

8

0

5

5

4

.6

.2

.8

1976
-■ — ■■»

15.3
— ■■■

0.

1.

0.

■■■1 -1

0

2

0

0

6

27.0

0

6

2

1

5

.4

.5

.4

35

0.

6.

0

0

2

0

1

1983

.2

0

5

4

.3

.5

.9

.2

10.4

57;4

Note:

Source:

Data for 1971 and 1976 are from the "old series" which exclude
itrms with fewer than 20 employees. All registered firms are
included in the 1983 data.

Dpvpionment Study, Report of the World

Bank,April 23,1990, p 129.
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32. From Table 2, one can discern that th. ** u *.
1* 4* «* rn tnat tne highest percentage
f.o. <tf or women are nnrte-an-t--^.-^*-^^ * „ -__ _ . . ^

:y servicesrrj: rrr.rn
are tho« V grOW1"g steadilv since 1971.
L 7 " agrlCUltUre 17-7* o^ir-ing th.t the

Uvelihcod of the rnajorxty of the population in Halawi depends
this sector, xt alSO shows that the vomen are not only " ^

;;: ;;but that ■few w ::g:ie
he vomen are not only ^

;;: ;;nkbut that ■few women are p - - --::g:iei
finlnc al and ^ a.°a:!Or —*"•*« the ^o»«t of Won,en is the
fmanUal and business services with 10.6% in i983 despite its

a. pc«t.g. of „„„ ln »nM=otorl J

:: ivrr.=r *™- -—-»■»

r™S~r=- —

the process is siaple slnce every district cOmBissioner
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is authorized to issue a business license. A major drawback in

business licensing is that, the government has strict rules

regarding areas (i.e. business and residential) where one can open

a business, thus most women find it hard to find premises for their

business.

34. There is a study underway which may eventually abolish the

need to have business licenses, it is hoped that this gesture will

help women to trade more freely.

35. The commercial centres in such places as Blantyre and Lilongwe

showed that there were virtually no Malawian women to be seen in

the big trading centres. What has been observed is that most of the

shops are owned by Asians and it is them that one mostly sees in

the commercial centres. As explained in the introduction the

Government of Malawi had prohibited the Asians from trading in the

villages or in small towns, thus they are concentrated only in the

four big cities such as Blantyre and Lilongwe. Malawian traders

are mostly concentrated in the other small towns. One is then

forced to examine what is being done to alleviate the situation,

36. A unique organization that is catering for the special needs

of women is the following:

B. ifationai *ffffp«<»fcion of Buajness Women DShmil

37. Six business women in 1990 started NABU out of the need they

saw to help their women counterparts. Until the creation of NABU,

the business women had no means of helping each other or expressing

their needs to the government. NABU aims to assist its members by

offering business advice, information and training. The

association raises its own funds and collects small membership

fees.
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38. It was explained that even though there are no significant

number of women in business the few that are in big business seem
to be doing well. It was further stated thafc . f ^ ^ ^ f.^^

it is easy to open up a business. But most women are constrained

due to lack of collateral to borrow from banks. Another reason for
the poor performance of women in Malawi is that they did not have

any organization until nabu was established. Thus what ever

training and financial help that was available in Malawi was on a
fragmented basis.

39. NABU conducted in early 1991 a "Needs Assessment and Baseline

Data Survey (NAS>" nationwide ». There were two fundamental
reasons for conducting the survey.

(a) A readi survey, published a Maw Directory
Sll dSmall and Medium ScqiP Enterprise (1989), showed women

to be only 7 per cent of the SME entrepreneurs.
Therefore, NABU wanted to find the "gender specific

obstacles to entry into the formal business sector".

(b) The second reason was NABU wanted to "build a picture" of

its potential members in order to identify their needs,

and to design and implement programs suited to these
goals.

40. The survey conducted is important and is summarised below
because xt gives a good background of the situation of the Malawian
women and it is the only one of its kind for the particular purpose
of helping women in business.

Enterm*™. ,.„„ fP°!Vfor?d bv "SAID under the Rural
(READ?) Iroject. Agribusiness development Institution
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(a) pri°f ftii«n»rv of tfr* Survey

and were processed. me jji.uj-j.j.«

standard 4 and 6 and she could be employed in addition to her small

1
5 years,

(b)

The majority of the women's businesses, are concentrated in

:l ::: ::l jl» ^ - cent) The rrr-- -
50 per cent of the women have no employees. An interesting

is that for those women who have employees 82 per cent of

workers employed are males.

purchasing and only a few in packing.

others Loted less than half of their time to their busmess A

successful business women.

«. The following constraints were identified from the^survey:

_ Lack of sales and marketing promotion. While only 26
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percent sell to institutions or companies, 15 per cent to

shops, the great majority (77 per cent) sell to friends
and neighbors. Only i per cent export their products.

Due to transport problems many walk to reach their
clients.

Financial problems.

Almost all of the surveyed women said they had financial
problems. They are therefore unable to pay employees or
hire additional help or buy materials and acquire
equipment. Thirty Seven per cent of the women used their

own funds - to start their business, 35 per cent got

money from their husbands, only 19 per cent got a loan.

(Financial constraints will be more elaborated in the
next chapter.)

Another area of complaint was that inputs were expensive
or unavailable, about 70 per cent face this problem.

zl:™

them write project proposals (bakery, shops, etc.) and help the!
raise credit and start the business. P "

edu-tional level and lack of finance and cedit
ies to enter into business.

4*. What one notes is that on a similar study done for Uganda and
Ethiopia it shows that women face similar problems in the formal
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IV. ACCESS OF WOMEN TO CREDIT AND FINANCE

result of HAS survey conducted by ^^T^J^* these
women said they have financial proble, ^

financial problems, 68 percent of the w°

ffiaterials for their businesses especxally m

clothing, wood and hotels."

„. « i. *—.. —«»-— ^ "d —" "" ""°al
situation.

to mean

•-,! ,rv to give a brief overview of the
52. This chapter w.ll try to g associations in Malawi.
financial Institutions and the main Cre<u

A.

53.

is no gender

r
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r-

B* Wier finnnrini TnafcLfaat

(i) Malawi union of Savings and Credit Co-operatives
Ltd.(MUSCCO) operatives.

of
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j (ii) investment and DeveXopment Fund (IMDEFUND)

56 This is a soft loan branch of the Invent and °-e^ent
56. This is a larger enterprises with an

Bank. INDEFUND tends to lend to the lar* „
emphasis on manufacturing (47 per cent of loans).

ire 16.5 per cent for agricultural enterprises,

"business skills.

(1il, small Enterprises Development Organization of

Malawi (SEDOM)

».«- m t» "rt»n ' tor «««. 1» «» rural

areas is 16 per cent wmx involve

■ r

Development, zomba,Malawi p.63

13 World Bank, p. 158
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they get the loan to set up their business from SEDOM. Once they

get the loan their project is regularly monitored by SEDOM until

they have repaid their loan. SEDOM offers short-term, mid-term and

long-term loans (up to ten years), and can also guarantee up to 80

percent of a loan for those applicants who want to borrow working

capital from the Commercial Banks.

(iv) Malawi Mudzi Fund (MMF)

59. Mudzi in Malawi means village. The MMF is modelled on the

Grameen (village) Bank type first started in Bangladesh. The MMF is

entirely funded by the International Fund for Agricultural

Development (IFAD). The main objective being to extend banking

facilities to the very needy in the rural areas without asking for

any security, it provides loans for off- farm income generating

activities. The MMF provides training and technical advice to its

members.

60. Since its inception in 1990 an official explained that about

K170,000 has been disbursed to 641 beneficiaries, who include 149

men and 492 women, engaged in various income generating activities.

The development to date indicates that MMF caters for those

villagers that have no access to any type of banking or credit

facilities.

61. The villagers are given training on how to set up and run a

savings group. Each trainee sets up a group of five members. At

first the neediest in the group are given loans. Each loanee

selects his/her own activity i.e fish drying/ sale of farm produce,

processing maize and selling flour, baking, knitting, hawkers,

who buy different commodities and sell them in groceries, some buy

clothes from nearby towns and sell in their villages..etc. The

official explained that they have found out that women are more

honest than men and they complete their repayments.
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save money for use in social emergencies.

and Uganda, Malawi has
63 d to countries such as **™*£^ J

1*0* Ft-hiooia and Uganda, Ma
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majority of the women population
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another scheme

members.

for

women to borrow.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMHENDATIONS

position and need to be helped to ov n

r
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67. The basic constraints that have been identified are-
lack of capital and unavailability of credit to start a
business or expand already established ones.

- very lifted access to foreign exchange.

informal

or

to trade

savings only. ^ ^ °ther than "lying on
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70.

thez ztt
of both the formal and informal sectors

governments in order to:

policy as regards

targeted research

■==

Ihir
Ttr p eneurial sKills, both for rural and urban women,
will I vigorously pursued. Support in the provision of

deserve immediate attention;

c)

^automatic collateral retirements to
profitability of the investment;

improve the environment for small-scale women traders.
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e)
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business enterprises, small-holder and medium-scale
farmers and producers of marketable goods, including
handicrafts;

Identify economically viable projects to be developed

into self-sufficient profitable entities through good

management and access to science and technology;

Encourage women to establish financial co-operai-ive

enterprises which will allow them to "pool- their

resources for investment, improve their collateral and

also spread the business risks among its members;

furthermore, improve women's access to credit by creating

within existing financial institutions, "special windows"
that can provide financial service to women.


